TERM 1 Y7 Autumn 1
Homework
Secure
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D+T

Computer
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Autumn 2
Secure+

Secure

Secure+

Sketch in pencil a different fruit
or vegetable. Apply all of your
observational study knowledge.

Sketch in biro pen a different fruit
or vegetable – complete three
different views all on the same
page. Apply all of your
observational study knowledge.

Explain what is meant by “flat
pack”

Explain what the meaning of “flat
pack” is, showing some examples.

Storage devices – find out
how much data each of the
devices on the homework
resource sheet can hold.
Complete the grid reference
homework sheet.

Complete a collaged page of
a range of poppies and or
war images from magazines
flyers or newspapers.. In your
arrangement, consider your
selection of images with
regard to shape and colour,
and the final composition
too.
Research coins of the realm.
What are they made from
and which is the largest in
circulation?
Additionally, complete the
challenge section of the
storage devices homework
sheet.
Complete the grid references
homework sheet.

Complete the binary conversion
homework sheet.

Complete the advanced binary
conversion homework sheet
including binary addition.

Complete questions 1-6 on the
worksheet “Off the Alps”.

Complete questions 1-9 on the
worksheet”Off the Alps”.

Medieval Heraldry: create a
historically- accurate Coat of
Arms for the front of your
history book. Use the
information from the sheet
to ensure its authenticity.
Your target grade will be
reflected in the accuracy and
design of your work.
Practise creating a simple
verse of rap containing 4
lines, 4 beats to a line and

Medieval Heraldry: create a
historically- accurate Coat of
Arms for the front of your
history book. Use the
information from the sheet
to ensure its authenticity.
Your target grade will be
reflected in the accuracy and
design of your work.
Practise creating a simple
verse of rap containing 4
lines, 4 beats to a line and

Norman Conquest- revision
word search.
Miss Zakrzewski to provide
worksheet. Try to complete as
many answers as possible!

Norman Conquest- revision word
search.
Miss Zakrzewski to provide
worksheet. Try to complete as
many answers as possible!

Practise performing a simple
verse of rap to a back beat,
demonstrating the natural flow

Practise performing the natural
rhythm of words to a verse of rap
that uses more complex language

Complete a collaged page of
a range of poppies and or
war images from magazines
flyers or newspapers.

Research coins of the realm,
which is the biggest in
circulation.

pairs of lines rhyming.

pairs of lines rhyming. In
addition, think about a
narrative for your rap, more
complex language and
thoughts on a contrasting
chorus that may contain
singing and/or few words but
more repetition.

and rhythm of simple words
that fit accurately to the beat.

and word rhythms than simple
and requires the performer to
make simple but calculated
adjustments when necessary to
allow the natural and accurate
flow of words and phrases.

To design a poster that can
explore a number of reasons
how studying RE can help us.

To design a poster that
explores the most important
reasons for studying RE,
making reference to related
world events or issues.

Design a Christmas symbol of
your own. Label your symbol and
explain its meaning (it cannot be
a simple picture of something
related to Christmas or winter).

Complete the 6 Mark
Question on Squashing and
Stretching (handed out by
your teacher) P1.2
Revision: recognise the
meaning of some personal
information in Spanish for a
test.

Complete the 6 Mark
Question on Squashing and
Stretching (handed out by
your teacher) P1.2
Revision: respond in Spanish
to some questions about
themselves for a test.

Find examples of different
symbols that represent
Christmastime – this could be in
local shops, on the television or
even decorations at home.
Choose 3 or 4 and explain the
meaning behind the symbols
and why they are used.
Complete a 3D cell model.

Revision: recognise leisure time
activities in Spanish for a test.

Revision: respond to questions
about leisure time activities for a
test.
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Complete a 3D cell model.

